
We have used our feelings as our best available weapon – hysterics,

whining, bitching.

• Kathie Sarachild (1968) 

Affect is channelled within and across media with political 

consequences.

• Imogen Tyler, Rebecca Coleman, and Debra Ferreday (2008)

Hysterics, whining, bitching, as the excerpt from Kathie Sarachild’s address on

consciousness-raising in the late 1960s attests, have been central tools in the fem-

inist arsenal for decades. Feelings and methods for propelling these feelings into

collective action have formed a core element of feminist organizing and theorizing

since at least the women’s liberation movement.1 It is not an overstatement to say

that feelings constitute the energy and lifeblood of feminist movements. As a form

of knowledge that is enfleshed and lived rather than “cold” and disembodied

(Gordon [1997] 2008, 8; Williams ([1977] 2009), feelings also come to circulate in

central ways in contemporary online and offline feminisms in the interconnected

social landscape that includes trending hashtags, mass street demonstrations, blog

comments sections, classroom discussions, crowdfunding campaigns, circulating

online selfies, and guerrilla art installations. In this chapter, we draw on feminist

and queer theory on affect, feminist media studies, and feminist historiography,

to examine the affective confessional strategies of feminist consciousness-raising

and feminist blogging. We find that feminist consciousness-raising and feminist
blogging, while defined by different historical contexts and grounded in different
theories, are akin in their affective mobilization of the method of “confessing.”
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Drawing on feminist philosopher Chloë Taylor’s (2009) outline of various his-

torical iterations of the confessional, we argue that both blogging and conscious-

ness-raising adapt the confessional for feminist purposes. 

As feminist editor and blogger Samhita Mukhopadhyay has reflected, in the

2000s and 2010s, feminist blogs became the “consciousness-raising groups of our

generation” (qtd. in Johnson 2013, para. 19; Loza 2014). In this co-authored piece,

we examine the uses and applicability of feminist consciousness-raising to the

making of contemporary online feminisms. In doing so, we are specifically inter-

ested in how, both historically and in the present, feminisms have been invested

in a confessional politics, one that confesses to the feminist community, be it at a

small meeting or online to an unknown number of participants. As a particular

incarnation of confessionality, certain aspects of consciousness-raising continue

to exist today in online feminist engagements. Looking at feminist media such

xoJane (2011–16) and Jezebel (launched 2007), we explore the contemporary in-

heritances of the consciousness-raising technology, with an eye to thinking about

how it produces particularly sexed, racialized, and sexual subjects.

Further, we explore the affective structures of the feminist confessional – that

is, what feelings the confessional fosters both in the confessor and the confessed

to, and how these feelings coalesce and fracture the imagined feminist audience.

Consciousness-raising, we hold, continues to offer unique contributions to fem-

inist cultures and the concomitant modalities of subject-making that emerge. We

argue that consciousness-raising is a feminist technique that enabled a personal-

ized discourse stemming from the “I” and “we,” a collective generation of feminist

feeling, and a navigation of privilege and difference that is in full bloom in online

feminist cultures today. At the same time, we build on the critiques of “free” online

labour (Terranova 2004; Pybus 2015) to understand how circulations of feminist

affect are appropriated for their economic value. We suggest that the increasing

commercialization of blogging formats has an impact on the ways in which fem-

inist testimonies are commissioned, manufactured, and distributed along social

networks. Critiquing what Laura Bennett (2015) termed “the first-person indus-

trial complex” – the monetization of self-exposure and autobiographical narra-

tives of trauma – we draw attention to the ways in which confessional essays

become a part of a commodified exchange in digital media. We are interested in

how the confessional, as it surfaced first in feminist consciousness-raising and

more recently in feminist blogging, draws on “emotional knowledge … derived

from a broadly common historical experience” (Berlant 2008, viii). 
This chapter begins with a discussion of the affective registers of feminist con-

sciousness-raising of the women’s liberation movement, examining both primary
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and secondary texts on this mode of feminist making. Drawing on Taylor’s Fou-

cauldian outline of the structure of the confessional and genealogy of confes-

sionals, we consider what confessing evoked for feminists and in the service of

feminism, and how feminist interventions in confessing strove to alter the very

power structures of the confessional itself. Second, we establish continuity be-

tween feminist consciousness-raising of the women’s liberation movement and

present-day online feminisms by considering how the confessional functions in

online feminist spaces today, and what affects it travels with. The feminist con-

fessional, we suggest, has never stopped being important to feminist engagement,

and while we examine online feminist media expressions of confessionality in

particular, the feminist confessional mode is an abundant site of creativity and

political action across mediums of protest. We suggest that feminist confessional

narratives across online media continue to play an important role in building

feminist communities and mobilizing feminist affect; we also maintain that the

specificity of digital environments, characterized by instantaneous and “viral” dis-

tribution of information, brings new forms of producing and consuming confes-

sions. Finally, we conclude by engaging with Jia Tolentino’s recent (2017) article

on the end of the era of the personal essay, arguing for the continuing importance

of feminist confessional methods to political action.

Consciousness-Raising, the Feminist Confessional, 
and Insubordinate Affects 

In brief, “consciousness-raising is the name given to the feminist practice of ex-

amining one’s personal life in light of sexism” consisting of “personal testimony

and emotional analysis” (Gornick [1971] 2000, 287–8). Feminist consciousness-

raising, also known by the acronym cr, was first adopted by the group New York

Radical Women in the late 1960s at the suggestion of Anne Forber, the term being

promulgated by Kathie Sarachild shortly after and gaining further momentum

under the group the Redstockings (Echols 1989, 83; Shreve 1989, 10). As feminist

historiographers have noted, consciousness-raising was a method drawn from the

Civil Rights Movement’s commitment to nonviolent resistance grounded in

“telling it as it is.” This practice, in turn, draws on the method of rural Chinese

reform from the 1940s of “speaking bitterness” in the face of state-sanctioned op-

pression (Echols 1989, 84; Norman 2006, 44; Shreve 1989, 9). Feminist cr was
based in putting into words one’s personal life as a “political action to tell it like
it is” from the standpoint of the marginalized social group called “women”
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(Hanisch [1969] 2000, 113). Until the mid-1970s (Crow 2000, 13), cr, through mak-

ing the personal political, or seeing one’s personal experiences as part of a fabric

of patriarchal oppression, was a central technique of the women’s liberation

movement in America. In the early 1970s, at least one hundred thousand women

in the United States were estimated to partake in cr groups (Shreve 1989, 6).

Consciousness-raising consisted of bringing forth, through group talk, personal

and autobiographical life details in pursuit of a gender-based class consciousness.

In confessing and detailing experiences of oppression related to gender, sexuality,

work, racialization, education, and family, cr brought into clarity both similarities

of experiences and their differences, with the goal of reframing personal life as

political and seeing as systemic the operation of everyday experiences of sexism

(Sarachild 1970). In practice, these discussions could involve sex, menstruation,

marriage, normative beauty standards, pregnancy, orgasm, rape, work and family-

based sexism, and mothering (Cornell 2000, 1034). In the sense that gender-based

class consciousness was emphasized, it is arguably the similarity of experiences –

“a collage of similar experiences” (Allen [1970] 2000, 279) – that was stressed over

the differences, often muting the dissimilar and uneven experiences of woman-

hood as they intersected with racialization in particular. Driven by a desire to forge

a ground for thinking about the systematicity of gendered oppression, and the

primacy of women’s oppression above and beyond other forms of injustice, the

“Redstockings Manifesto” (Morgan 1970), for example, spelled out that women

were “an oppressed class,” with “male supremacy [being] the oldest, most basic

form of domination [and] all other forms of exploitation and oppression (racism,

capitalism, imperialism, etc.) [as] extensions of male supremacy” (1). Ellen Willis,

a member of New York Radical Women and co-founder of Redstockings, wrote

in retrospect, “We were acting on the unconscious racist assumption that our ex-

perience was representative, along with the impulse to gloss over racial specificities”

(Willis 1982, 11). Indeed, cr groups tended to be predominately white and middle

class and were grounded in a form of “women’s experience” that rested on the pre-

sumed neutrality of whiteness and cisgender-womanhood (Shreve 1989, 12–13;

Hesford 2013, 179–80). On the other hand, others have argued that while similarity

of experience was sought, the very format of group-based feminist confessing,

where “everyone’s voice was to count as equally important in the group,” also cre-

ated a site for disagreement (Cornell 2000, 1033). Crucially, cr was grounded in

a subversive approach to knowledge-making that situated women in the position

to produce knowledge about their lives and their experiences as women, challeng-
ing the androcentric and sexist tradition of women being objects rather than
subjects of analysis (Echols 2002, 92).
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While cr is often discussed as a primarily white feminist tool of investigation,

Brian Norman has pointed out that it was also at play in black feminist circles in

the United States. Norman discusses the role of cr for the Black Women’s Liber-

ation Group of Mount Vernon, formed in the late 1960s and led by Pat Robinson,

which was active until the early 1970s and made up of working-class and poor

women (Norman 2006, 40). In distinction to many white-dominated feminist

groups that practised cr, the Black Women’s Liberation Group demanded that

racism and class be interrogated in conversation with gender-based consciousness

towards a “race-conscious sisterhood” (Norman 2006, 38; Norton 1970).

Historiographers such as Kimberly Springer (2005) argue that black feminism

in the United States developed apart from white feminism for multiple reasons,

including white women’s inability to recognize their own role in anti-black racism

and privilege (29). Other historiographers have argued that this story of white

and black feminist separateness has in itself been harmful, since black women,

such as lawyer Florynce (Flo) Kennedy, were central to the sparking and making

of the women’s liberation movement and acted as bridge-builders between the

Black Power and women’s lib movements (Gore, Theoharis, and Woodard 2009;

Norman 2006; Randolph 2015). It is clear that black feminists developed cr on

intersectional terms, since they had to speak to their experiences of sexism as in-

terlocking with racism, colonialism, and class (Bambara 1970; Combahee River

Collective [1977] 1982).

The sharing of personal life details in a group environment toward larger social

change can be usefully understood as a historically situated form of confessing.

In The Culture of Confession from Augustine to Foucault (2009), feminist philoso-

pher Chloë Taylor draws attention to the shifting modes of what it means to con-

fess, what the confessional is, and how it has functioned across historical periods

through antiquity, Catholicism, psychoanalysis, and more recent Foucauldian for-

mulations. Feminist confessionals such as cr add to this repertoire a particular,

historically situated mode of confessing. In the confession of the minutiae of in-

dividual oppression, cr functions through its group dynamic to reposition feel-

ings of blame and unhappiness away from the individual to patriarchy and its

systemic and pernicious effects on individual women. Catharsis takes place not

only through making public previously personal content that one might have

found shameful under the principles of misogynistic self-loathing but also

through relocating feelings of blame from the individual to the systemic and in-

stitutional. A confession in this sense refers to “statements which claim to explain
the being of the subject who is speaking … which are told despite claims of re-
pression, or with difficulty and shame,” and which upon sharing transform the
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subject in some way: confession is not merely about speaking wrong-doings but

also about bringing into speech how one has been wronged (Taylor 2009, 8). In

this Foucauldian sense, feminist consciousness-raising, in speaking gender-based

injustice, seeks to undertake the transformation of both the individual and the group

to politically based awareness. Affectively, as Sara Ahmed has mentioned in her

work on the feminist killjoy, consciousness-raising does not consist of “affective

conversion” from unhappiness to happiness but rather a conversion from seeing

unhappiness as a personal plight to framing unhappiness as a collective feeling

rooted in political consciousness (2010, 584–5). To be unhappy along these lines

is to be out of line with dominant life trajectories as they are hinged to hetero-

normative futurity. “Feminism involves political consciousness of what women

are asked to give up for happiness,” Ahmed writes: reproduction, subordination

to male desires, and assimilation to capitalist manners of being (585). “Feminism

involves a sociality of unhappiness,” in which consciousness-raising, “generating

talk about the collective nature of suffering that is concealed and reproduced,”

was a central tool (589).

At the same time, Taylor, drawing on Foucault, argues that “speaking the truth

about the self is a privileged form of subject formation”; self-reflective discourse

“is thus a crucial technique both of domination and self-care,” the two being in-

terwoven (Taylor 2009, 9). Consciousness-raising, as a confessional group prac-

tice, offered opportunities for self-invention and para-patriarchal identity creation

while also functioning as a disciplinary technology itself. Eliciting mandatory con-

fessing from its subjects, cr functioned to conform women into particular types

of feminist subjects. This form of feminist subjecthood was often grounded in

attachments to whiteness and in the taken-for-granted privileges of white wom-

anhood it afforded, as well as in cisgenderhood and the presumed “obviousness”

of what constituted womanhood. While a vocabulary was in place in white-dom-

inated feminist groups, at least nominally, for stipulating multiple oppressions

such as class-based oppression, “white skin privilege,” and “(imperialist) nation

privilege” (Sarachild 1970, 80), many have argued that, in focusing on gender-

based oppression, subtleties pertaining to the intersections of oppression as well

as the effects of privilege were lost. The confessional thus functioned in many in-

stances to confirm certain experiences (primarily gender-based oppression against

women), disciplining women into recognizing this oppression as oppression at

the cost of deprioritizing other life experiences and identities.

Importantly, affect played a crucial role in the method of feminist conscious-
ness-raising. Kathie Sarachild’s key primary text, “A Program for Feminist
‘Consciousness-Raising,’” presented at the First National Women’s Liberation Con-
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ference outside Chicago on 27November 1968, outlined the role of feelings in the

crmethod: “We always stay in touch with our feelings … In our groups let’s share

our feelings and pool them. Let’s let ourselves go and see where our feelings lead

us. Our feelings will lead us to ideas and then to actions. Our feelings will lead us

to our theory, our theory to our action, our feelings about that action to a new

theory and then to new action” (1970, 78). Sarachild goes on to outline a skeletal

plan for cr that would include, chronologically: “bitch session” groups to share

“our bitter experiences” and the feelings emerging from them, “relating and gen-

eralizing individual testimony,” “classic forms of resisting consciousness” such as

“rugged individualism,” and then a plan for overcoming oppression (79). Similarly,

Pamela Allen (2000) articulated in 1970 the significance of “opening up” and talking

about feelings even while “society alienates us from our feelings” (277). Her ex-

pression of cr involved opening up, sharing, and establishing similarities of

experience, analyzing the reasons and causes for women’s oppression, and finally

abstracting – at which point new ideologies were developed. For Sarachild and for

Allen, feelings get voiced as reality and as the basis not only for cr but for trans-

formative action. In bell hooks’s words, for feminists this involved recognizing the

“depths of their intimate wounds” such that, in addition to politicizing the indi-

vidual and the group, cr as a confessional tool also “served as a healing ritual,”

providing the sustenance needed to take direct action against heteropatriarchy

(hooks 2000, 8).

Also, cr was grounded in an affective making-conscious, or in today’s parlance

“being woke,” though often primarily along gender-based lines2 – that is, in “awak-

ening the latent consciousness that we and all women have about our oppression”

(New York Consciousness Awakening Women’s Liberation Group 1969).Yet these

methods of staying with one’s feelings, building collective feelings, and using them

as a platform for action draw on the strategies of civil rights organizing and other

social justice movements. Norman (2006) discusses how cr used as blueprints

the Chinese method of “speaking bitterness” as well as Martin Luther King Jr’s

outline for nonviolent resistance (44), while Randolph (2015) notes that it was

black feminists like Flo Kennedy who introduced these and other organizing tac-

tics to the women’s liberation movement. Notably, this “awakening” and building

of affect-based knowledge had a different significance for black feminist groups

such as the Mount Vernon group since it involved recognizing the inability of sep-

arating one’s gender-based discrimination from race and class-based injustice.

Anger, in particular, formed a constitutive affect of the crmethod. “Simmering
for years, like a back-stage volcano,” consciousness-raising provided groups mo-
mentum to erupt “all over the place,” as one account elucidates: “at home, at work,
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in the streets, in restaurants, subways, at parties, in bed … it spurted out all over

everything, redhot” (Arnold [1970] 2000, 283). “Affect” makes sense here as an op-

erative term above and beyond feelings and emotions, because while feelings are

assumed to belong to their subjects, the feeling-based politics articulated by fem-

inists in cr groups, and in the women’s liberation movement more broadly, were

seen less as belonging to subjects than as belonging to the conditions women ex-

perienced under patriarchy. Such a “non-subject-centred” model of feeling is thus

best framed as “affect” (Ahmed 2010, 574n2; Sedgwick 2003). Specifically, it was

imagined that the process of cr could substantively change the general affect of

American life, not only for the women who partook in cr but also for the public

and society more broadly, through a “linking network of feminist analysis and

emotional up-chucking” that “suffuse[d] the political-social air of American life”

(Gornick [1971] 2000, 287). In this sense, as Norman has argued, both cr and the

cr document generated a “we” stemming from individual and shared experience

(2006, 41).

Also, affect is mobilized both in-group and beyond to form intimacy and feel-

ings of “sisterhood” (Allen [1970] 2000, 278). Sisterhood here emerges as a feeling

of solidarity toward other women. It also, as has been critiqued, is a feminist fan-

tasy often resting on the erasure of racial and class difference and relying on ex-

clusion of transgender women. Springer, looking at black feminist organizing of

the women’s movement, argues that “the concept of sisterhood, as proposed by

the majority of white feminists, meant that all women were the same, regardless

of economic or social differences. Yet this definition erased the discrimination

that black women faced based on their racial differences from white women. The

result was an elision of women’s differences in the interest of a common women’s

movement agenda” (Springer 2005, 28). In this reading, cr emerges as a technique

not only of building affective unity but also of affective exclusion, of imagining

sisterly feelings on an unstable ground and at the expense of many women.

Ahmed discusses how in feminist circles, “some bodies more than others can be

attributed as the cause of unhappiness [… such as] the figure of the angry black

women [who] … may even kill feminist joy … by pointing out forms of racism

within feminist politics” (2010, 583). In such ways, even while affect was mobilized

toward building “sisterhood,” it rested on structures of white subjectivity and on

the development of hegemonic ways of being feminist and gender-conscious. 

Sisterhood was also too often understood as “cisterhood” and rested on a per-

missible ignorance around transgender issues and on the permissibility of exclud-
ing transgender women from categories of womanhood and sisterhood (Stryker
2017, 127–38). Although recent scholarship by Cristan Williams (2016) and Finn
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Enke (2018) has suggested that there were examples of feminist and lesbian fem-

inist communities who were invested in trans-inclusionary practices and in pro-

tecting trans women from hatred, cr was centrally interested in analyzing gender

on binary and often biologically determinist lines. Sisterhood was thus often

imagined as primarily cisgender-based, and cr took the shape of raising con-

sciousness around gender oppression on specific terms. 

Having considered some key aspects of consciousness-raising in regards to the

confessional and affect, in the following section we turn to contemporary online

feminisms, and specifically blogging, to think about the inheritances of the tool of

consciousness-raising. In the Erotics of Talk, Carla Kaplan (1996) suggests that the

communicative ethics of consciousness-raising had been replaced in the 1990s by

that of performativity. Similarly, hooks has argued the cr fell out of favour as small

groups of feminists dismantled, as feminism became depoliticized in the 1980s

through “lifestyle feminisms,” and as feminist engagement migrated to the insti-

tutionalized worlds of women’s studies classrooms (2000, 9). We disagree with

Kaplan and hooks in that we believe that the confessional has never gone out of

operation as a feminist tactic but has remained prominent in multiple modes 

of feminist world-making in North America over the decades, even while cr had

been phased out. Yet, drawing on hooks, “When feminist movement renews itself

… enabl[ing] a mass movement to end sexism … consciousness-raising will once

again attain its original importance” (2000, 11). It is thus in recent years, with the

palpable intensification of feminist struggles, that the confessional as a method for

building consciousness has become increasingly present and relevant. We see the

central function of the confessional in online feminist engagements as a reinven-

tion and reinterpretation of the cr method that speaks to the renewed intensity

of feminist action in an unjust world. 

We argue that consciousness-raising, while no longer practised in the format

popular during the era of the women’s liberation movement, continues to be

central to contemporary feminisms online in that both are rooted in a feminist

politics of solidarity-making through confessing. Drawing on Taylor (2009) again,

we could say that the feminist blogosphere, especially in its autobiographical

genre, offers a new iteration of the confessional, a new opportunity for feminists

to enact, in Foucauldian terms, both self-care and disciplinary tactics on com -

munities of feminists broadly imagined. In the next section we demonstrate that

the feminist method of the confessional continues to have a focal role in feminist

thinking and organizing, even as the contexts and conditions under which
confessionality takes place have shifted. 
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#Raw #Honest #Manufactured #Commercialized: 
Feminist Blogging and Corporatized Confessionals

As a form of autobiographical writing, blogs facilitate self-disclosure while en-

gendering flows of affect through circulations, both orchestrated and sponta-

neous, of texts, images, and mixed-media artifacts. Candid accounts of daily life

are at the heart of personal blogging (Qian and Scott 2007). Among the plethora

of digital self-publishing formats that enable the dissemination of the personal,

diary-style blogging, and the varied textual communities and social networks

around it, stand out for their mediated confessionality.

Mediated communication gives rise to a collaborative and intersubjective au-

thorship in which“the blogger’s voice, while self-created and self-creating, is never

complete in itself” (Fitzpatrick 2007, 177). Such collective authorship is made pos-

sible by commenting, constant mutual linking, and migrations of content between

platforms; these networked processes enable affective and relational exchanges

that are themajor motive for reading personal blogs (Huang, Chou, and Lin 2008).

Although the “traditional” stand-alone format of blogging reached its peak of

popularity in the mid-2000s and lost some of its popular appeal by the mid-2010s,

the affective pull of networked self-publishing has become stronger, as evidenced

by the rise of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and other social-media platforms

thriving on the instantaneous transmissions of the personal.

Feminist scholars turn to women’s confessional blogs to highlight the ways in

which online environments afford networked spaces for individual self-reflection,

aid in the creation of supportive communities, and catalyze collective political

action under the discursive banner of “the personal is political” (Lövheim 2011;

Taylor 2011). Feminist bloggers’ first-person narratives are said to reinvigorate and

creatively reshape the legacies of the second-wave consciousness-raising while

producing alternative, oppositional knowledge. In her research on personal sex

blogs, Elizabeth Anne Wood (2008) suggests that mediated self-exposure is “con-

sciousness-raising 2.0” (480) or a continuation of a long-standing feminist prac-

tice of collective empowerment through sharing resources and information.

Mommy blogs, built around confessions of joy as well as of the struggles, pres-

sures, failures, and disappointments brought by the demands of maternity, have

also been analyzed in terms of renewed consciousness-raising that troubles the

dominant ideologies of motherhood (Anderson and Grace 2015; Petersen 2015;

Van Cleaf 2015). This sentiment of empowerment is reflected by bloggers Court-
ney E. Martin and Vanessa Valenti, who celebrate the transformative power of
feminist blogging in the collaboratively produced #FemFuture: Online Revolution
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report. Martin and Valenti argue that the blogging format “constitutes both a

‘communications arm’ for the contemporary feminist movement and an inex-

haustible force continually radicalizing and challenging its institutionalization”

(2013, 3). Importantly, the report has been critiqued as drawing on without im-

properly crediting the online labour of women of colour bloggers and erasing dif-

ferences of race, class, and geographic positioning among feminists (Johnson 2013;

Loza 2014).

Although disclosing intimate details might increase a blogger’s vulnerability to

unwanted attention (Wood 2008), the key assumption remains that the benefits

of confessional consciousness-raising for reconstituting the public discourse out-

weigh the risks that come with public exposure. Still another assumption, oper-

ative in the literature on feminism 2.0, is that the public testimonies are necessarily

in service of transformative politics. What is often missing from feminist discus-

sions of mediated, confessional consciousness-raising is an analysis of the digital

economy and its effects on feminist self-making. The digital economy is for the

most part driven by the immaterial labour of users who forge and amplify affec-

tive connections through producing, reworking, remixing, sharing, and archiving

digital content (Terranova 2004). As Pybus (2015) puts it in her work on affect

and personal digital archives, “every keystroke, every link, every comment that

people generate can be extrapolated for surplus value” (238). Even among femi-

nists, labour extrapolation operates along lines of race, class, and geographic lo-

cation such that white American feminists often draw personal surplus value from

other feminist voices including and especially those of women of colour (Johnson

2013; Loza 2014). By sharing their life-stories and narratives of everyday life, users

reinforce the centrality of intimacy and affect in both the digital economy and

the production of contemporary citizenship (Poletti 2011). As the following anal-

ysis of popular media demonstrates, women’s narratives of suffering and their

confessions of conflicted feelings, both couched in feminist discourses of cr and

postfeminist discourses of individual empowerment, become instruments for

generating revenue rather than pathways to collective political action. 

To address the commercialization of mediated confessionality, we look at xoJane3

(fig.4.1), an American lifestyle online magazine founded by Jane Pratt, a publisher

and journalist known for previously producing Jane and Sassy teen magazines,

launched in 2011 and defunct as of 2016. Unlike explicitly feminist online media

such as Bitch, EverydayFeminism, or Ms. Magazine, xoJane was branded as a

women’s lifestyle blog without clear reference to feminist politics; yet it would be
wrong to call xoJane postfeminist if we take Angela McRobbie’s (2004) definition
of postfeminist as a process of undoing feminist gains through positively framing
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women’s movements but ultimately discarding contemporary feminist politics as

no longer necessary. Rather than postfeminist, xoJane was implicitly feminist – it

was known and referred to as “feminist” by networked publics, its contributors

often self-identified as feminist, and its commentators regularly invoked intersec-

tionality, rape culture, slut shaming, and other conceptual tools rooted in feminist

thought. In this sense, xoJane was similar to Jezebel (launched 2007), another

lifestyle website that provides a feminist-friendly space without being explicitly

positioned and branded as feminist media (Novoselova 2015; Wazny 2010). Yet xo-

Jane’s articulations of feminism were often narrow and consistently exploited per-

sonal misery rooted in structural inequalities for monetary gain.

To establish and solidify affective relations to its networked audience, xoJane

solicited personal narratives from its readers, who were paid a small honorarium

for their content (US$50, according to Tolentino 2017). Some writers submitted

autobiographic narratives anonymously; for those who published under their

own names, it was an opportunity to drive traffic to their blogs, increase sales of

their books, or secure publishing deals, as was the case with xoJane writer Cat

Marnell. Yet the benefits of such publicity were distributed unequally, as confes-
sional essays written by women of colour were less likely to be picked up by major
publishing presses (Brown 2015).
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One of the key differences between feminist blogging and online feminist

magazines such as xoJane or Jezebel is the relative editorial freedom afforded by

personal blogs and the presence of editorial demands for shareable and clickable

content on commercial platforms. Both xoJane and Jezebel are hybrid media that

maintain a diy look and an intimate, informal feel of a personal blog while

generating revenue for a corporate media platform. Although xoJane was owned

by Time Inc. and produced by a team of professional publishers, it resembled, drew

on, and exploited amateur aesthetics and relational affects of feminist confes -

sional blogging. 

In contrast to edited and carefully stylized illustrations in traditional women’s

magazines, pieces on xoJane were often accompanied by personal photography.

A popular representational form on xoJane was the selfie, a photographic genre

associated with self-portraits captured by digital hand-held devices. Distinctively

performative, selfies’ “corporeal sociability” enact a “see me showing you me”

communicative gesture (Frosh 2015, 1609–10), propelling emotional attachments

along the social networks. In addition to digital self-portraits, xoJane contributors

established affective links with audiences by submitting their low-resolution child-

hood photos. Pointing out paradoxical effects of low-resolution images shared by

mediated audiences, Hito Steyerl argues that “the circulation of poor images feeds

into both capitalist media assembly lines and alternative audiovisual economies”

(2009, para. 26). Drawing on Steyerl, Smith-Prei and Stehle (2016) suggest that

the distribution of low-resolution visuals is aligned with the “awkward,” discon-

tinuous feminist politics synthesizing counter-cultural rebellion with commercial

circulations and feminist self-branding. By sharing their awkward and mundane

childhood moments captured on camera, xoJane contributors participated in the

production of feminist intimate publics (Berlant 2008) glued together by play-

fulness, immediacy, and confessionality.

The attempt to elicit confessions is especially visible in xoJane’s pitching guide-

lines that echoed a feminist rhetoric of self-knowledge and lived experience; they

emphasized the importance of radically authentic, unfiltered narratives for draw-

ing in the networked audience: “We’re especially interested in personal stories told

from a raw, honest perspective. Our audience craves stories about personal expe-

riences. It helps to always be brutally honest and radically transparent. Don’t fake

anything. At xoJane, women themselves are the experts – our advice comes from

having lived through an experience” (xoJane 2014, paras. 1–2).

Like reality shows with their confessional rooms that have become a staple of
tv programming, autobiographical essays have become the currency of commer-
cial feminist media. In xoJane, the widely read and heavily commented on “It
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Happened to Me” (ihtm) section illustrated the problematics of feminist confes-

sions in the context of “viral” digital media. A number of ihtm pieces were infused

with feminist politics as they located personal experiences within wider power

structures; topics in this category included body image, eating disorders, repro-

ductive rights, dating violence, and experiences of harassment (“It Happened to

Me: I’m a Lesbian Teacher in Rural Illinois and Every Day Is a Struggle”); the sec-

tion also included topics traditionally coded as feminine, such as relationships and

beauty (“It Happened to Me: My Boyfriend Lives with His Ex-Wife” ); other types

of personal narratives covered shocking and traumatic experiences (“It Happened

to Me: I Survived a Home Invasion on the South Side of Chicago”), and occasion-

ally amusing stories (“It Happened to Me: I Was Chased by a Stampede of Goats”).

In 2014 xoJane published an essay entitled “It Happened to Me: There Are No

Black People in My Yoga Classes and I’m Suddenly Feeling Uncomfortable with

It,” authored by Jen Polachek, under the pseudonym Jen Caron, reflecting on her

encounter with privilege and difference upon seeing a black woman in a yoga

class. Juxtaposing her thin, white body with a body of a black woman whom she

describes as “heavy set,” Polachek failed to see her own bias and the act of othering

by making several problematic assumptions about that woman’s thoughts and

feelings. Polachek confesses feeling unease, helplessness, shame, and alienation:

“I was completely unable to focus on my practice, instead feeling hyper-aware of

my high-waisted bike shorts, my tastefully tacky sports bra, my well-versedness

in these poses that I have been in hundreds of times. My skinny white girl body.

Surely this woman was noticing all of these things and judging me for them,

stereotyping me, resenting me – or so I imagined … I thought about how that

must feel: to be a heavyset black woman entering for the first time a system that

by all accounts seems unable to accommodate her body. What could I do to help

her?” She describes her feelings of disempowerment and loss upon realizing her

complicity in racism: “I got home from that class and promptly broke down cry-

ing. Yoga, a beloved safe space that has helped me through many dark moments

in over six years of practice, suddenly felt deeply suspect” (Polachek [Caron]

2014a, n.p.).

The frenzied reception of this piece by xoJane commentators and the wider

feminist public exemplifies “viral” effects of the commercialized confessions.

Within hours, Polachek’s confession generated waves of outrage due to her blatant

racism, “white girl” naiveté, and fatphobic rhetoric. Following intense harassment

and hate mail, Polachek deleted her accounts from social media, returning to the
networked sphere later with a piece in Hypocrite Reader magazine where she re-
flected on the naiveté, insensitivity, and reckless confessionality of her ihtm story:
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“I was punished for a confession, a transgression of public and private spaces: I

exposed readers to personal thoughts that should have stayed private, and in turn,

I am denied any remaining shroud of privacy” (Polachek 2014b).

Polachek’s admission of white privilege is an “unhappy confession” that at-

tempts to absolve the speaker from her responsibility to enact anti-racism

(Lockard 2016). In her essay on the non-performativity of anti-racism and the

politics of admissions, Ahmed argues that well-intentioned declarations of white

guilt “do not do what they say” (2004, 50) in the sense that the admissions of

racism are intended to point out that one is conscious of one’s biases and thus is

not a racist. Confessions of bias are intended to be seen as a good practice in itself

and as “moves to innocence” that absolve one’s guilt (Coates 2015, 97; Tuck and

Yang 2012, 3). Ahmed (2004) suggests that such declarations afford illusory ways

out of being racist, yet provide no tools for addressing inequities.

What we find the most interesting here is not Polachek’s piece – well-intentioned

but lacking depth and critical, intersectional engagement with racism – but the

tendency of xoJane and similar media to publish increasingly controversial pieces

framed as a way to facilitate a feminist discussion. Given the feminist sensibilities

of xoJane’s user base and the increasing visibility of intersectional feminism in the

digital sphere more broadly, the disapproval and outrage were predictable, but so

were hundreds of comments that generated page views, social-media shares, and

returning site visits. Commentators not only took apart Polachek’s argument but

mocked and shamed the author. Some of xoJane’s commentators displayed dis-

dain towards the medium, yet they came back to the website over and over, often

professing their enjoyment of the commentariat community. As one xoJane com-

mentator tellingly stated, “The comments and everyone in them are the only

reasons I get onto this site.” In Internet lingo, this practice has been termed hate-

reading, defined by Urban Dictionary as “an online activity in which one visits a

website … for the express purpose of ridiculing – or indulging one’s disdain for

– the author and/or the content on the site” (2012).

Another example of feminist media that mobilizes confessional politics to draw

in readers – and profits – is Jezebel (fig. 4.2), a blog initially owned by Gawker

Media and subsequently bought by Univision Communications, covering fashion,

lifestyle, and celebrity and launched in 2007. Like xoJane, it attracts an audience

of women who tend toward feminist perspectives. In 2016, Jezebel published an

anonymous confession, regarded by some readers as a satire, based on its humor-

ous tone and grotesque sexism, entitled “My Daughter Forced Me to See Women
as People” and tagged with “dad feminism.” In this piece, the author admits to
having a range of highly sexist attitudes towards women, attitudes that he claims
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were challenged by interactions with his daughter. He writes, “When I look at my

daughter I don’t see a woman. I see myself. And that’s why I think she should be

legally allowed to vote and own property, and have access to equally-good soccer

fields (even though women’s sports are objectively as bad as the idea of war)”

(Man 2016, para. 3).

Throughout the essay, the author, identified by the pseudonym “A Man,” makes

demeaning comments directed at women while applauding what he understands

to be a reflection of masculinity in his daughter: “Luckily, my daughter is growing

up to be a brilliant, handsome young man [sic], and I think that speaks quite well

of me. I love my daughter so much that I don’t even care if some other, worse

bitches are also elevated by this confession: I am a feminist, because I see myself

in my little girl” (paras.10–11). Offering no analysis or introspection, this piece
brings forward anti-feminist clichés only to repackage them as confessions for the
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feminist audience. Yet the audience, it seems, has grown weary of such confes-

sional spectacles, as few people attempted to argue earnestly with the author in

the comments section and a number of commentators remarked on the “click-

bait” qualities of this piece.

Slate’s contributor Laura Bennett characterized xoJane’s ihtm section and

some of Jezebel as belonging to the “First-Person Industrial Complex,” a set of

media practices and institutional values that produce “the push to ensure that

every story, no matter how narrow, will find an ardent audience of cheerleaders

(or hate-readers) and a corresponding number of clicks – to dress up the personal

in the language of the political” (2015, 9). Bennett quotes Jia Tolentino, Jezebel’s

former features editor, saying that “writers feel like the best thing they have to

offer is the worst thing that ever happened to them” (para. 9). Former ihtm editor

Mandy Stadtmiller published in New York Magazine a piece entitled “It Happened

to Me: How I Became a First-Person Human Trafficker” (2015), admitting that

many young women whose confessions she published on xoJanewere unprepared

for the consequences of such public disclosures. Initially convinced that such sto-

ries were “agents of liberation,” Stadtmiller saw her work in commissioning au-

thors to share and elaborate on their most intimate and traumatic memories as

at “the forefront of a revolution.” Her narrative reveals how attempts at networked

consciousness-raising lend themselves to commercialization, turning personal

suffering into a pursuit of clicks.

Confessions, whether infused with a feminist sensibility or not, can be used for

profit in digital media, driven by the affective bonds of users who perform the

free labour of sharing and commenting. While mediated confessional narratives

display the characteristics of consciousness-raising and are couched in emotive

feminist language, the question remains when and how such confessions aid social

change, and when their benefit is solely with platforms and their monetization

strategies. As Tolentino (2017) has written, “Web sites generated ad revenue in di-

rect proportion to how many ‘eyeballs’ could be attracted to their offerings.” “Eye-

ball” capitalism thus becomes an integral element of the design and circulation

of online feminist confessional writing, functioning not only to reach out affec-

tively to imagined communities but also as click-bait in the pursuit of revenue

generation. In this sense, then, the confessionality of the online feminisms we ex-

amined is unlike that of the cr method directed more explicitly at social action

and change. Even while feminist engagement has intensified in recent years and

intersectionality has become available for mainstream use as a political frame-
work, feminism – as hooks (2000) recognized – is available for resale. While the
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feminist confessional has a rich history of making the personal political, it also

seems to be a genre newly connected to neoliberal viral regimes of generating in-

come through clicks, likes, comments, and networks. 

Confessional End Times? 

Affective dimensions of intimate publics, such as those circulating in the feminist

blogosphere as described above, provide a new frame for confessional politics.

Affordances of the virtual engender intimate feminist publics that engage in con-

fessional consciousness-raising through networked actions such as commenting,

hashtagging, and media-making. Mobilizing affects of networked audiences, fem-

inist confessions go viral, overflowing the spaces for which they were written. Viral

confessions are consumed, shared, tweeted, and commented on by both feminist

and anti-feminist publics. Jasbir Puar suggests that the concept of virality evokes

both information sharing and bodily contamination “while pointing more posi-

tively to the porosity, indeed the conviviality, of what has been treated as opposed”

(2013, 42). Distributed through transnational connectivity enabled by corporate

media platforms, viral narratives of trauma and oppression generate feelings, spur

discussions, and transform collective consciousness. Yet as our analysis of xoJane’s

“It Happened to Me” and Jezebel’s “dad feminism” piece demonstrates, the effects

of such virality are ambivalent in light of broader networked processes such as

commercialization of blogging and appropriation of confessional methods for

commercial goals.

While the confessional as a mode of politics and relating has gone viral in the

feminist media sphere, feminist author Jia Tolentino (2017) has recently argued

that the era of the personal essay is over. Tolentino argues that the online feminist

personal essay took off in 2008 following the publication of Emily Gould’s piece

“Exposed” in the New York Times magazine, about her experiences with confes-

sional writing on the internet, and that it died in November 2016 after the US

presidential elections; at that time, “personal-essay subjects … seemed to hit a

new low in broader social relevance.” As she argues, the “ultra-confessional essay,

written by a person you’ve never heard of and published online, that flourished

until recently … now hardly registers” (para. 3) and that this change happened as

“navel-gazing” became an inadequate tool for tackling broader social injustice in

the wake of Donald Trump’s election.
Given that xoJane folded in 2016 and Jezebel has reduced the number of con-

fessional pieces it publishes, we might as well agree with Tolentino (2017) that the
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peak of the first-person narrative has passed as the publishing market has become

over-saturated with women’s confessions of adversity. Yet while the first-personal

narrative appears to be in decline, the personal continues to be the dominant cur-

rency of the digital economy. Rather than dying out as a method, the women’s

liberation movement’s central method of consciousness-raising continues to cir-

culate, and especially so online and through social media, in the manner in which

feminists tell their lives, render them political, mobilize affect, and seek collective

community-making around experiences. Although, according to Tolentino, “the

personal is no longer political in quite the same way it was,” the affective dimen-

sions of what is personal, private, and individual have shifted dramatically in new

media environments alongside a new recognition of state-sanctioned injustice.

As such, we do not think that the centrality of the confessional for feminist mo-

bilizing is a concluded story, although we are hesitant to speculate on what the

futures of feminist confessionality might be. 

Feminist blogging’s inheritances of consciousness-raising include both speaking

at power and the fostering of affective connectedness as a way to attest to shared

feelings of unhappiness rooted in social inequities. It is through confessing that

forms of solidarity including coalitional politics can be made and managed. Yet

in contrast to the locally grounded cr groups that proliferated in the early 1970s,

online networks blur private confessions and public commentary within a land-

scape of digital feminism. This hypervisible publicness of today’s confessing means

that feminisms are increasingly seen and increasingly voiced, yet also potentially

co-optable and sellable. Even though, as we have been arguing, the affective politics

of consciousness-raising are present in online feminisms, what has changed is the

new corporatized digital environment that has put first-person confessionality in

service of the digital economy while affording corporate environments the power

to hold sway over the future (or lack thereof) of feminist confessionality. 

notes

    1 Throughout we foreground the term “women’s liberation movement” above that of 

“second wave feminism” when referring to the feminist movements of the 1960s and ’70s.

While both terms are in use and accurate, we follow feminist historians such as Victoria

Hesford (2013), who opt for the former term because of its energizing sound and its 

sceptical approach toward the idea that there were and are only ever several “waves” of

feminism. “Waves” also tend to elide the multiplicity of feminist movements and in partic-

ular the work and revolutionary actions of feminisms of colour including black feminisms, 

Indigenous feminisms, and Latinx feminisms. Further, using the wave metaphor leaves us
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at a loss as to the contemporary feminist moment: are we in the fourth wave, the third

wave, numerous waves simultaneously? This parsing out of waves in turn does a disservice

to our argument that present day feminisms cycle the feelings and methods of the women’s

liberation movement, namely consciousness-raising, while making them their own. See

Astrid Henry’s (2012) work for a discussion of the waves metaphor.

   2 “Being woke” or “staying woke” refers to being conscious of social injustices and in partic-

ular anti-black racism in the United States. These phrases are commonly associated with

the #BlackLivesMatter movement. For one example of its usage, see, for instance, Sady

Doyle (2014).

   3 Founded in 2011, the site operated until December 2016, when Pratt left Time Inc. 
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